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Anytime there's a redesigned Ford F, it's kind of a big deal. After all, the F has dominated
vehicle sales in the United States for decades. So here we are with the redesigned F There's no
revolutionary shift in construction this year, unlike in when Ford debuted aluminum body
panels on the F Instead, Ford has focused on enhancing the truck's capability in other ways.
Examples include a new hybrid powertrain, a robust onboard generator, and an updated interior
with a new infotainment system. Ford calls that hybrid powertrain PowerBoost. It consists of the
optional turbocharged 3. Also new for the F is the Pro Power Onboard system. It's an onboard
electric generator that allows you to power tools and appliances whether you're stationary or
driving. You can pair it to one of the F's regular gasoline engines, but it gets really cranking with
the hybrid powertrain, where it can generate up to 7, watts. As always, a lot of the F's appeal
comes from its seemingly endless range of configurations. Whether you're looking for a basic
work truck, a fully loaded luxury cruiser or a go-anywhere off-roader, there's a version of the F
to meet your needs and budget. It's true that Chevrolet, GMC and Ram have all overhauled their
pickups over the last couple of years, offering further refinements and trick new features. Check
out the in-depth evaluation categories of our F Expert Rating to learn more. There are three cab
styles â€” regular, SuperCab extended and SuperCrew crew cab â€” and three bed lengths,
depending on cab style. Along with the many trim levels and cab styles, the F offers six
available powertrains. All are paired to a speed automatic transmission with either rear- or
four-wheel drive. The engine lineup includes:. Platinum It's equipped similarly to the King
Ranch but has some unique cosmetic changes and interior trim. Limited The top-of-the-line F
adds a few items worth noting, such as:. Ford's Active Drive Assist prep kit is also standard on
the Limited. It adds hardware for an automated driving assist system, but the software won't be
ready until late A separate payment for the future activation of the system will be required. As
you'd probably expect from a full-size pickup, the F is available with all sorts of options. Most of
the lower trim levels can be fitted with options that come standard on higher trims. The most
notable option is Ford's in-bed power system called Pro Power Onboard. It is available with
three power ratings: 2 kW, 2. The 7. The system allows you to charge and use devices from a
system of household-style plugs in the bed of the truck, including power tools, tailgating
accessories and even small appliances. Later in the model year, a Tremor package will be
available. Think of the Tremor as a more hardcore version of the popular FX4 off-road package.
It will come with a variety of enhancements, including inch all-terrain tires and a revised
suspension, for improved ground clearance and overall traction. My first Ford Truck. I have the
Ford 3. Ride is great, well mannered for a truck, build quality is very good. Touch screen, 12
inch, is vivid and amazing even in the direct sun. Stock Pirelli tires Im not a hige fan of. Not a lot
of tread, will be getting some nice goodyears. I waited three years and was excited as hell to get
the new F King Ranch powerboost hybrid. Was loving it when on day five while driving down
the highway The speedometer started reading zero all the warnings started flashing and two or
three times while headed back to the dealership the throttle stopped working. Incredibly
disappointing. I was not disappointed! Love the new interior, large touchscreen and V8. Lots of
great innovations in this truck!! No excuse for that. The White trucks coming from the Kansas
plant are like new but the Dearborn Plant in Michigan are nothing but rust. Totally unacepable!
Write a review. See all 7 reviews. Ever since Ram released the TRX last year, we at Edmunds
have been patiently waiting for Ford to reveal the new Raptor to see how it counters its
off-roading rival. And though we weren't able to see it in person, we got all the information that
you'll want to hear about it. In this video, we're going to cover the highlights, like the new rear
coil spring and multilink suspension, the available inch tires, forged and beadlock-capable
wheels, and when you might be able to expect V8 power. We're also going to be making some
comparisons to the Ram TRX, because the super truck wars appear to just be getting started,
and I feel it's my duty, as an American, to encourage that escalation. First, though, if you like
this video and want to see more like it, give this one a thumbs up and subscribe to the channel,

too, if you want to see more. Also check out the links below, and be sure to visit edmunds. Like
previous generations, the Raptor gets a thorough suspension overhaul versus the standard F
so it can sail over ruts, bumps, and air with the durability you'd expect from a desert
racing-inspired truck. It also needs to be daily drivable, too, and be able to do the regular truck
stuff, like towing and hauling. The thing is, the Raptor's 6 inches wider than a regular F, for
crying out loud, so it's going to be quite different underneath. And on top of all the big
suspension upgrades, the big addition this year is the switch from a leaf spring rear suspension
to a five-link or multilink spring rear suspension with a pan hard rod or track bar. Ford says the
goal of this change was to provide more lateral stabilization to the rear suspension and more
traction under acceleration, especially during a launch. Oh, ride quality, too, is important. On all
four corners are beefy and electronically-controlled Fox adaptive dampers. There's more to talk
about here, of course, but we'll get into further detail in the suspension when we finally have the
truck. The other headline is that, while the Raptor comes standard with inch tires, you can opt
for inch tires. And that's frickin' massive. On paper, the 37s take the already strong clearance
measurements-- approach, breakover, and departure-- which, I should add, are a smidge more
than the Ram TRX's, and these tires add another degree or two to those clearances. Ground
clearance goes up, as well. And what's neat is you get a full-sized spare under the bed, too.
With the 35s, Ford claims front suspension travel is 14 inches and rear is 15 inches, which
approximately, that's about an inch more than what you get in the Ram TRX. With the 37s, those
figures drop, predictably, to 13 inches and If you stick with the 35s, you can upgrade from the
standard inch wheels to forged and beadlock-capable wheels. The 37s come with forged and
beadlock-capable wheels, but with a different design. Why would you want forged and
beadlock-capable wheels? Well, they look cool, for one. That, and forged wheels are usually
lighter than cast aluminum wheels. And a beadlock is a means of mechanically attaching a tire
to the rim so it stays fixed in place, doesn't slip off when you're doing cool off-road stuff. Now
for the powertrain. If you were waiting and hoping for a V8, you're going to be waiting and
hoping a bit longer. My take? Don't be surprised if power bumps up a bit, maybe closer to ?
Ford's also worked to make the exhaust more expressive, let's say. Not only does the exhaust
have different settings that you can change as the driver, ranging from quiet to normal, to sport,
to even Baja, the pipes themselves do a bit of twisting and turning in what Ford calls a
trombone loop to ensure that both pipes are equal length. And that should even out the sound.
Now, what about a V8? Well, Ford says that a Raptor R will be available next year. And my
money is that that one will have a V8. As for the transmission, like the standard F, it's again a
speed automatic with the same gearing, final drive, and low range as the last-gen Raptor. The
Raptor also comes with a standard locking rear differential and an optional Torsen limited
slipped front differential, and that's something you can't get on the Ram TRX. Fuel economy-well, who cares, right? Well, anyone who actually does some long-distance adventure driving.
Like power and torque, Ford hasn't provided figures, but says with the standard gallon fuel tank
that the Raptor can go over miles based on EPA estimates. Using those estimates, the last-gen
Raptor could do that with its optional gallon fuel tank, and that truck was weighted at 16 MPG
combined. So keep your expectations around there or maybe a bit less, if you plan on keeping
the throttle pinned. Now, as far as cab and bed sizes go, the Raptor is no longer available as an
extended cab. Interior and bed dimensions are the same as similarly-configured F, or the
regular F Also like the F, the Raptor gets a lot of the same neat tech features and options
available on that truck. That means everything from over-the-air updates for new features,
including Raptor-specific ones, and a standard large digital instrument cluster and inch center
touchscreen. The graphics are, of course, dressed up for Raptor duties, and there are new
Raptor-specific features, too. You get seven drive modes, from normal to tow, to rock crawl, to
even Baja, again, and they adjust steering, throttle sensitivity, suspension, shift points, and so
on. There's also an off-road low speed cruise control. But the most interesting one has to be the
trail one-pedal drive feature. The way this works is that, when you're crawling at low speeds and
you engage the feature, you apply pressure on the gas to move forward, like normal, but
relieving that pressure on the gas pedal starts applying the brakes and slowing you down,
similar to the experience that you get in an EV. Ford says the goal here was to reduce the need
to use both feet and pedals when you're on rough terrain that demands that kind of control. As
for the rest? Well, the really cool Pro Power Onboard tech makes an appearance in the Raptor,
essentially turning your truck into a generator that can supply 2 kilowatts of power. And there's
a ton of other goodies, too, from a powerful exterior camera setup, wireless phone charging,
and Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, and the standard adaptive drivers' aides. Director will even be
available with Ford's hand-free driving system, called Active Drive Assist, when that tech is
available at a later date. You also get paddle shifters, roof-mounted accessory auxiliary
switches, and a detail I love, whether it's on a truck or a sports car, a center marker on the

steering wheel so you know what it's turned straight. What about hauling the toys? Max towing
increases to 8, pounds. That's pounds more than the TRX. And packed max payload rises to 1,
pounds, or 90 pounds more than the TRX. That's surely intentional. So that's what we know so
far about the Raptor, and we're really looking forward to getting behind the wheel. The Raptor
goes on sale this summer. So what's your take, Raptor or TRX? Wait until the Raptor R? Let us
know in the comments. And as always, thank you for watching. Be sure to like and subscribe for
more, and check out the links below to visit Edmunds for more information. Without a doubt,
the F's strongest competitor is the Ram Thanks to its coil-spring rear suspension instead of the
more traditional leaf springs that underpin most full-size trucks, the Ram is undoubtedly the
most comfortable-riding truck in its class. But with its redesign, the F adds so much tech, it
noses out the Ram in a few key categories. Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Ram The
Chevy Silverado gets some high-tech features such as wireless Apple CarPlay and Android
Auto integration and adds a multi-configuration tailgate option, which was once exclusive to the
GMC Sierra. These changes, along with a diverse engine lineup, help the Silverado stay
competitive with the F But the F's ultra-modern interior and optional hybrid powertrain give it
some significant advantages over the Chevy. It offers the same lineup of available engines and
the same bed and cab configurations. The Sierra does offer a bit more in the way of luxury
interior trim and a front-end design that may be more attractive than the Chevy's, but the GMC
still doesn't beat out the Ford for versatility and overall appeal. Consumer ratings and reviews
are also available for the Ford F and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the F 4.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the F Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for
the Ford F and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the F featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance,
mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and
performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review
was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives
every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive
and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay
attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's
enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in
the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive
database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle
you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find
out what other owners paid for the Ford F Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used,
and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like:
MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features
upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking
assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire
size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Ford Ford F Select year - Upcoming - Upcoming - New - New.
Other years. Pros Huge selection of engines including gasoline, diesel and hybrid options
Eye-popping maximum towing capacity, even from hybrid version Easy-to-use infotainment
system Many available features, including onboard generator Cons Interior storage spots could
be roomier or more versatile Available hybrid powertrain is noisy when powering the available
onboard generator What's new Fully redesigned for Newly available hybrid powertrain and
onboard generator New infotainment system with optional inch screen Launches the 14th F
generation. While not radically redesigned, the Ford F's updated interior and features further
enhance the best attributes of a modern pickup: power, efficiency, comfort and capability. Add
to that a huge range of configurations and options, and you've got a highly appealing light-duty
pickup. Ford offers a wide range of engines and configurations. We tested a 4WD crew cab in

the Platinum trim with the new hybrid powertrain. In Edmunds testing, it reached 60 mph in 5.
Alas, the sensation of the gas engine kicking on and off means this powertrain lacks
smoothness at low speeds that you'll find in the 5. The speed automatic provides smooth and
quick shifts across all powertrains. The F has direct and quick steering. That makes the truck
feel smaller and more nimble in parking lots plus more stable on the freeway. The brakes are
powerful and give you confidence in their stopping power, even when they're recuperating
power with the hybrid powertrain. Considering its high towing and payload capabilities, the F is
overall a pleasing truck to operate. The F can be a massively comfortable truck depending on
the options you choose and the ones you skip. The front seats are supportive and can be
equipped with heating, ventilation, three-level lumbar adjustment and even a massaging
function. The available Max Recline front seats can recline to give you a nearly flat seat to rest
or take a nap, but they lack the side bolstering and overall comfort of the standard seats. While
the F rides pretty comfortably, the Ram's unique coil-spring rear suspension still provides a
slightly better ride. Road, tire and wind noise is kept to low volumes. Most of the F's available
engines sound pretty cool and aren't overly loud. The exception is the optional Power Boost
hybrid, which sounds and vibrates like a portable gas generator when it's charging the battery.
The climate control system is effective and powerful, requiring little adjustment to maintain your
desired temperature. Depending on configuration, the F can present a bewildering number of
options and controls. Fortunately, the interior layout is intuitive, so you never have to
second-guess what you're reaching for. You can adjust most of the truck's big knobs and
controls even when you're wearing gloves. A wide range of seat, steering wheel and pedal
adjustments ensure a fit for drivers of all shapes and sizes. The crew cab's spaciousness
means you won't be short on room either. Ample exterior visibility is afforded in part by large
windows and a scalloped section in the front door that clears a view around the side mirrors.
The optional surround-view camera system provides visibility all the way around too. The F
offers many impressive tech features. The available inch center touchscreen and digital gauge
cluster are attractive and easy to use. Android Auto and Apple CarPlay smartphone integration
is standard as are some basic advanced driver safety aids. And plenty more features are
available as options. The most impressive bit is Pro Power Onboard, an option that essentially
turns the F into a generator. Available in three power output levels depending on powertrain 2.
The F is now the top light-duty pickup truck when it comes to towing and hauling. With the right
equipment and configuration, the F is rated to tow as much as 14, pounds. The PowerBoost
powertrain is just a little lower, at a maximum of 12, pounds. For comparison, the Chevrolet
Silverado is capable of towing 13, pounds, while the Ram can tow as much as 12, pounds. In
terms of the payload capacity, the F now tops out at an incredible 3, pounds â€” that's nearly 1,
pounds more than the nearest competitor, the Silverado, which checks in at 2, pounds. The bed
isn't the biggest, and the tailgate doesn't do any origami-style folding, like those on the Ram
and GM trucks. But the available power up-down feature and tailgate step remain useful.
EPA-estimated fuel economy is a strong point for the F With rear-wheel drive and either the V8
or the 3. That's a bit better than a V8-equipped Silverado or Ram. The new F hybrid gets an
estimated 24 mpg combined. All gas engines are recommended to run 87 octane, and fuel tank
sizes range from 23 to 36 gallons. But we will note that in our years of testing, Ford's
turbocharged engines have underperformed relative to the EPA estimates. This is a solidly built
and well-appointed truck that provides luxury touches at the upper trim levels. On top of the F's
stout standard offerings that line up confidently against competitors, its true value rests in its
wide range of configurations and options that allow buyers to tailor their truck to their needs.
Unlike GM trucks, you can opt for the most desirable engine at the base trim level, and unlike
Ram trucks, you have more engine, cab and bed options to pick from. The only place the Ford
doesn't pull ahead of its GM and Ram competitors is in warranty and ownership perks â€” it
offers similar coverage. If you care about bragging rights, the F delivers. It's available with the
most torque and quickest acceleration excluding the niche Ram TRX , as well as the highest
non-diesel fuel economy estimate and greatest towing and payload ratings. Those give you
top-tier bragging rights to friends and neighbors. Beyond that, the F is available with some paint
colors that are just plain cool, like Leadfoot and Smoked Quartz. The colors do well to highlight
the exterior design, with the front grille styled after the one on Ford's Super Duty. Alas, the
interior lacks the warmth and presence we enjoy from Ram, its closest competitor. With a long
list of standard features, the midlevel Lariat is our recommendation in the F lineup. The Lariat
comes with Ford's new inch infotainment screen as well as several safety features such as
blind-spot monitoring, lane keeping assist and rear automatic braking. Plus, the Lariat has
access to many of the F's high-end creature comforts, so you can pick and choose the options
you want. The engine lineup includes: 3. Read more. Find savings on the F for sale near you.
ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all F lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the F Most helpful

consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Very Surprised. Drag Race! Ford F vs. Ram vs. Hybrid,
Interior, Towing, Price and More! Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer
price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Lane-Keeping Aid Prevents unwanted drifting
into another lane by gently steering the vehicle. Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop-and-Go
Adjusts speed to maintain a set distance from the vehicle ahead. It's able to come to a stop and
start again when traffic begins to move. Ram Without a doubt, the F's strongest competitor is
the Ram People who viewed this also viewed 3. Related F Articles. The Edmunds experts tested
the F both on the road and at the track, giving it a 8. And then there's safety and reliability.
Learn more. To determine whether the Ford F is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer
reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the F Look for
specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the F's
average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Ford F is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the F and
gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be
factors in determining whether the F is a good car for you. Other versions include: XL 2dr
Regular Cab 6. If you're interested in the Ford F, the next question is, which F model is right for
you? F variants include XL 2dr Regular Cab 6. What do people think of the Ford F? Edmunds
Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Ford F and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Ford
F? Which Ford Fs are available in my area? Can't find a new Ford Fs you want in your area?
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Ford F? Check out
Ford lease specials. Sign Up. Our verdict. How does the F drive? How comfortable is the F?
How economical is the F? Is the F a good value? When calling or emailing please reference this
stock number. On all of our vehicles we offer shipping at Low Rates across the United States!
We also have drivers who commute daily to all the large surrounding airports Greensboro,
Raleigh, and Charlotte to accommodate transportation from the airport. So that you can
personally pick up your vehicle and drive it home! We stock over vehicles in inventory and have
a large selection of diesel trucks! We also have a large commercial lineup for all your
commercial needs. We make this buying process smooth and hassle free for you the customer!
We pride ourselves in Customer Service! We strive to change the mentality of the car buying
process no matter how far the distance between us! We make this possible with our low stress
car buying process! A lot of times customers do not even come to our dealership!!! Our
knowledgable and professional staff are available 24 hours a day to answer any and all of your
questions! Buying online allows you to be in control of the entire process from start to finish!
We eliminate the games by giving you an absolutely unbelievable price from the beginning!
Give us a chance today to beat any open price on your next new car, truck , or suv!!! No matter
where you live we have a strong relationship with multiple insured transporters nationwide to
help getting your new vehicle to you safely and securely!! Give us a call today to schedule your
pickup or to get a free quote for shipping to your residence!! Dont delay call today and let us
see if we can save you some money even more than we already have! If we do your financing
for you we take care of collecting the tax, tag, and registration fees needed for your state of
residency! We offer financing for all types of credit! We have a motto here at Smart Chevrolet!
One of our qualified representatives will collect some information from you and we will give you
a site unseen trade appraisal while we are working the deal! We will even work out getting the
vehicle shipped back to us after we work out a deal! For all purchases that are financed by us
we will collect all taxes, tag and any other applicable fees for your state. Please review our
terms and agreement before bidding or making an offer. We are not responsible for any errors
that may be made on this page. Please verify any information or questions you may have with
one of our qualified representatives at Smart Chevrolet before bidding! Please don't participate
in the auction if you're not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle.
Please read eBay's User Agreement eBay Sales reserves the right to, Obtain and verify the
registered information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at our
discretion, or end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or
older to Bid. Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you
place a bid before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last
hour period but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid
during the last hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the
auction: You will be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do
so within one hour after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: eBay Sales has done our best to
disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. If you plan to have a buyers
inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection

fees if any are Buyers responsibility. Representations and Warranties made by seller: This
vehicle is being sold "as is". Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may
be available, e-mail or phone at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller,
nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and
Registration fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees,
as well as title service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees
must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information : Vehicles
titles may be held by banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in
receiving the original instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we
usually have all titles in our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be
waiting for them to arrive. If payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all
titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. We assume no responsibility for damages incurred
after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are provided by eBay Sales
as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other communication
regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the shipper, not with eBay Sales. The
amount of time it takes for delivery is dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the
date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with
the shipper for an Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your Purchase: eBay Sales will
contact the successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder
MUST communicate with at eBay Sales by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the auction ending
to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy
or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to relist this vehicle or sell to
any other qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send balance of funds by
cash in person or bank certified funds to Seller. Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for
shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and title related paperwork must be signed and
returned complete to Seller. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click
Here! The purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all
the information listed within this ad. Skip to main content. Add to Watch list. The listing you're
looking for has ended. WB Limited. View original item. Sell one like this. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Have one to sell? Sell it yourself. Trusted seller, fast
shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab.
Restrictions apply. Learn more - Vehicle Purchase Protection - opens in new window or tab.
Seller information smartchevrolet1 See other items. Contact seller. Visit store. Item Information
Condition:. The listing has ended. Current bid:. Reserve not met. A reserve price is the minimum
price the seller will accept. This price is hidden from bidders. To win, a bidder must have the
highest bid and have met or exceeded the reserve price. Your max bid:. Place bid Resume
bidding , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watch list Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Longtime member. Item location:. Madison, North Carolina, United States.
Ships to:. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. Seller assumes all responsibility for this
listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: A vehicle is considered used if it has been registered
and issued a title. Used vehicles have had at least one previous owner. The condition of the
exterior, interior and engine can vary depending on the vehicle's history. See the seller's listing
for full details and description of any imperfections. See all condition definitions - opens in a
new window or tab Read more about the condition. View Map. Vehicle Information. Credit App.
Carfax Certified NO Accidents! Call us! When calling or emailing please reference this stock
number On all of our vehicles we offer shipping at Low Rates across the United States! Placing
a Bid: Your bid constitutes a legally binding contract to purchase this vehicle. Shipping and
handling If your vehicle is near you, just make arrangements with the seller to pick it up. If it's
further away, you can either fly or drive to the car's location, or you can hire a shipping service
to get it delivered to your door. The seller may have additional options available, so check their
description for more information. Shipping Quotes. Sign in to get free shipping quotes. Payment
details. Seller's payment instructions We have over 32 banks and credit unions to help you get
financed! Vehicle Purchase Protection. To qualify for Vehicle Purchase Protection you must be
the winning bidder or an auction or click the Buy It Now button directly on the eBay site.
Additional eligibility may apply. Please refer to the full terms, conditions and restrictions. Back
to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.
Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable
for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any questions about the
reports, contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Used: A vehicle is considered used if it has been registered and
issued a title. Personal cheque. Loan cheque. Cash in person. Other - See seller's payment
instructions. This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or

implied. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity,
genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance
or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any
descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed
as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the
vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based
upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose
any known defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale.
Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the
vehicle. Method of payment is Cash in-person , Cashiers Check, or Bank wire transfer. This
vehicle is sold AS-IS. I inspected the vehicle and found no defects or problems. All Inspections
must be performed prior to bidding and are encouraged. Keep in mind these are used vehicles
expect some wear, some vehicles may have minor hairline scratches. Outside of Florida the
buyer processes the registration. We reserve the right to notify bidders and end our auctions at
any time and we shall not be held liable for any such cancellation and or closure. Remember
some of these vehicles are near a decade old and they may be new to you, but that doesn't
change the fact that they are used cars and repairs can be needed at any time regardless of how
short a time period you have owned the car. While we try to service any known defects it is still
possible for used vehicles to need service or repairs the first days or weeks of ownership. NOT
likely, but possible! Since these vehicles are used, please remember that books, extra keys,
remote entry keys, CD cartridges, etc We will not be responsible for these minor accessories.
These items are all replaceable at any local factory dealer or right here on eBay for a few
dollars. Please contact us for the best shipping rate. The customer is responsible for registering
the vehicle in their home state. Please reach out to dealer for details. Skip to main content. Add
to Watch list. The listing you're looking for has ended. View original item. Sell one like this.
Picture Information. Have one to sell? Sell it yourself. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy
returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Restrictions apply. Learn
more - Vehicle Purchase Protection - opens in new window or tab. Seller information
floridaluxury See other items. Contact seller. Item Information Condition:. The listing has ended.
Current bid:. Your max bid:. Place bid Resume bidding , if the page does not update
immediately. Add to Watch list Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Item location:. Miami,
Florida, United States. Ships to:. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: A vehicle is considered used if it
has been registered and issued a title. Used vehicles have had at least one previous owner. The
condition of the exterior, interior and engine can vary depending on the vehicle's history. See
the seller's listing for full details and description of any imperfections. See all condition
definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Full size photos.
Stock :. City 14 mpg. Actual mileage will vary with options, driving conditions and driving
habits. A BIG plus folks! Most are rusted away! NOT this one! Only K Actual Miles! Carfax
Certified! Well maintained! Another one like this will be very hard hard to find especially in this
condition! Original Paint! This is the best generation F you can buy! Super reliable over others!
Paint shines like new! NO fading! NO rust! Body is straight and clean! Seems to have been
Garage kept! NO damages! Please expect a few minor hairline surface scratches as with any
older vehicle. The front gill does have a crack and some paint chips. Overall this vehicle is in
excellent hard to find condition! Very clean! Leather shows excellent! Amazing all over! Solid
well cared for truck ready to enjoy! Vehicle Description. Vehicle Equipment. Factory Options 5.
Mechanical Features amp alternator 17" x 7. Vehicle Warranty. Terms and Conditions. Finance,
Warranty, Shipping question? Call the dealer at General Terms. Fees and Taxes. Shipping and
handling If your vehicle is near you, just make arrangements with the seller to pick it up. If it's
further away, you can either fly or drive to the car's location, or you can hire a shipping service
to get it delivered to your door. The seller may have additional options available, so check their
description for more information. Shipping Quotes. Sign in to get free shipping quotes. Payment
details. Vehicle Purchase Protection. To qualify for Vehicle Purchase Protection you must be
the winning bidder or an auction or click the Buy It Now button directly on the eBay site.
Additional eligibility may apply. Please refer to the full terms, conditions and restrictions. Back
to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.
Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable
for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any questions about the
reports, contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Used: A vehicle is considered used if it has been registered and
issued a title. Vehicle Equipment Factory Options 5. Personal cheque. Loan cheque. Cash in
person. Ford offers the F with no fewer than six powertrainsâ€”including a hybrid for the first

timeâ€”plus three cab configurations and both long and short bed lengths. Need something to
impress the in-laws? Upscale models offer more than just a touch of luxury. Towing something
heavy? We expect some of these half-ton trucks will boast a maximum towing capacity of up to
14, pounds. An off-road focused Tremor model is available as well and don't forget the bad-boy
F Raptor reviewed separately , Ford's performance powerhouse. Though its styling may
suggest otherwise, Ford's best-selling vehicle is new from grille to tailgate for Rumor has it that
an electric F is also on the way, but we expect that one won't debut for another year or two. The
F is available with multiple body styles and bed lengths. Like the model, the F is available with
several enginesâ€”a hp 3. No matter which engine you choose, the F comes paired with a speed
automatic. For the first time ever, the F is also offered with a hybrid powertrain. Ford claims that
the new hp hybrid powertrainâ€”which consists of a 3. Buyers will be able to choose between
rear- and four-wheel drive with any of the F's available powertrains. At our test track, a
four-wheel drive Lariat with the hybrid powertrain galloped to 60 mph in a brisk 5. During our
test drive , we noted a compliant ride and agreeable handling; high-spec models such as the
King Range come with a variable-assist steering system that sharpens responses at low speeds
for a more agile feeling. The rumored all-electric F will likely be a joint venture with EV upstart
Rivian , but Ford has yet to announce much about that. While the base 3. Going with the
venerable 5. Payload capacity ranges from to pounds. These towing and payload capacities
keeps the new F in the hunt with key rivals like the Chevrolet Silverado , GMC Sierra , and Ram
The EPA estimates the F with the turbocharged 2. The twin-turbo 3. The hybrid version has
estimates as high as 25 mpg city and 26 highway. Once we can run the new F on our mph
highway fuel-economy route, which is part of our extensive testing regimen , we can evaluate its
real-world mpg. Interior appointments receive an upgrade for , which Ford needed to do in order
to compete with the Ram 's deluxe cabin. More premium materials used throughout and the
cabin is dotted with more storage cubbies. Additional convenience features are intended to
make things easier for those who use the F as a mobile workspace. For example, the speed
automatic's shift lever can be folded flat with the center console to create a large flat
workspace. Similarly, the F can be ordered with fold-flat front seats that can provide a place for
sleeping. Passenger space is similar to the outgoing model, with the four-door crew-cab body
style being the most spacious and family-friendly of the bunch. Out back, the F's bed sees
several improvements, starting with available power-operated running boards that now extend
down the side of the truck to provide a handy step to reach into the cargo area. An optional
onboard generator provides up to 7. Ford provides an 8. This matches the Ram 's o
suzuki owners manual pdf
2008 gmc envoy temperature sensor location
simple motorcycle wiring
ptional Sync 4's new software provides over-the-air updates for future software releases,
traffic-and- weather updates via the optional navigation system, and onboard telematics for fleet
customers to help track vehicle location and usage. Ford is offering a host of driver-assistance
features , but few are standard. More features will be available as buyers walk up through the
F's six trim levels, including a rear-facing camera for monitoring a trailer while on the go. Key
safety features include:. The F comes with three years or 36, miles of bumper-to-bumper
coverage and five years or 60, miles of powertrain protection. Ford doesn't offer any
complimentary scheduled maintenance, but rivals such as the Toyota Tundra and the GM twins
do. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View
Photos. Drew Dorian. Andi Hedrick Car and Driver. More on the Ford F The Car and Driver
Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Ford.

